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     What is fate but the density of childhood? 
    —Rainer Maria Rilke
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The Life

Small things in this world are mine. 
My daughters, two ungrown girls, 
perfect in substance like lightning 
and sea are carrying on. 
Today, they play salon 
and call their place, “The Life.” 
One wraps a sopping towel on my head. 
Her sister lotions my feet. 
I have a choice of hairdo: 
The Ocean or The Prince. 
Such pageants are when I bid farewell 
to non-existence, 
when a girl with my eyes 
and in kindness gives me The Ocean 
with her mother’s comb. 
The life under this roof, 
where all joy and fears stem from: 
women and babies and men. 
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The Leaf

Leaves are everyone’s metaphors for death, but there I was 
at the beginning of my marriage. 
Lexa had a new job and I was walking the streets thinking how she sticks  
 with things 
and how my endless confusion and other issues were maybe killing us. 
But we were younger, and nothing seemed deathlike. She was solving things. 
I was out there walking down the block. 
This will sound like an overtly poetic predicament, 
but in that moment I saw an overly large leaf on the sidewalk. And so did 
the man walking toward me. There is no such thing as integrity—
we both dove. We wrestled and rolled. 
People stopped and tried to understand. 
Finally, I called out, “I’m a poet!” Meaning, I wrestle professionally. 
Meaning, my relationship with all things is perfect and ancient. 
Suddenly, he hissed, “Let go, or I’ll tear!” 
He tore.  

And so, I was there (or I am here) 
gripping the merest fraction of what he stole.
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Memory with Reality in It

History is memories hot and cold. I remember standing in front of my first 
apartment when, very slowly, my grandmother drove by. She was in her 
gold Honda looking around, confused, trying to find . . . me? I didn’t move. 
This memory has always sat strangely. Like Joyce says, “Paralysis.” All of my 
boyhood lost, something uncanny about how I stood as witness. That day she 
was distant from home, and it was not long before she died alone in Uncle 
Mike’s condominium. 
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The Broken Hawk   

in memory of Gary Solis

With uncles (look close-up) most are gloomy 
or in their sad histories quite human, 
but occasionally you’ll look at someone like Gary who, it’s said,
was an angel in our worn family. 
In this picture he is wild with kindness, always in the woods or mud, 
a gentle boy of the fifties bent over searching the creaking forest 
and lonely fields. 

He was naïve enough and once pressed a cloth 
to a crippled hawk who never smiled. 
There was the old house, the patchwork of flowers, the washed clothes
on the line. 
He cared for little stricken things . . . anything from the blue earth. 
I believe he told the bird it would never die. 
The whole of that year his small, blistered hands tended to the harsh body. 
You can’t repair a wing. 
But he perceived nothing completely. 

By fall the hawk was something deadly again. 
In a firm wind, it flapped a curve across the mountain, 
left him in a blaze of darkness unpacified, thankless. 
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Clouds Assemble Vaguely   

It’s best to imitate the dying in poems, 
line by line, the gazelle’s head in the lion’s mouth. 

And you are calm like August, yet can’t see the morning 
in front of your face. That’s what you tell the doctors. 

The MRI’s faint wash of color like a sunset 
that worries. Clouds assemble vaguely.

In silence, you imagine a thousand years ago 
when you lived resolutely in the fleshy world. To think, 

last week you picked up a novella by Suskind about a man 
terrified by a pigeon. These days, you cry or cry out. 

Your corpuscles like magpies in the fields, their 
collective unorderliness. You’d rather consider the festivities 

of summer—the quiet of blue skies, undisciplined 
mosquitoes, and nights shrill with crickets. 

Others are dreaming or picking their noses. 
Obliviousness is what you miss, and this feeling

is continuous and teasing. You rise at sunup. 
Surprised by the actual gold, you count everything you have: 

fire, shadows, sweet songs, sex, walks, idiocy, sorrow, bright stars. 
Not art, but fact—your daughter’s accumulated glow 

is more blinding than the imagination needs. You watch 
as she lights and leaves the room singing. 

Since life is deadly, this morning you remember Africa 
where thousands of flamingos like pink flames 

ring a lake above which dark eagles wait. 
The ultrasonic image from the hospital, which 
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you stack with bills in the hall, appears to be 
a pure white doe in morning fog. Like everything, 

she is a blurred form (tries not to be seen) 
and is thinking the usual things.   
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A Vision of Now 

Lydie at the dinner table, the prophet of what is not talked about: 
“When I grow up, I’m going to be a nonalcoholic.” 

She gives me a jump-start. Here we are, here I am tonight,
a kind of pitiful dream come true. 

How comforting to slip into the mode of triumphant drunk. 
I feel Lydie’s warning signs, her grave 

little poet’s heart; sometimes her omens are abandoned on the floor: 
Good morning. Welcome to the dragon’s lair. 

And her glimpses of anguish in the bathtub, the time she grabbed her doll   
 by the hair: 

“Hi Barbie, do you like the drink without poison that I gave you?”

How she seeks clarity.
When I think of her, whatever evil in my body, I feel no pain.   
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The Daughter

She’d rather curse than cry: the raw daughter of uncontrolled, traditional 
tantrums (not the paper-doll daughter of Lear); the daughter of Sappho, 
blooming and profligate as every daughter; the daughter skipping rope, 
blonde legs kicking; the daughter whose sin is flesh; the daughter as she 
appears in Baptist hymns; the daughter of Otomo, a gem in her comb box 
shaped by the god of the sea; the daughter drawing an inscrutable house in 
crayon; the ancient daughter whose boredom is stone; the daughter looking 
at me with the eyes of a lion; the actual daughter I call Memory; the daughter, 
who like an arrow, found us in suffering and joy; the moony daughter who is 
the cool white air; Hugo’s daughter, whose death was endless and sudden; the 
heretic daughter and her sharp truth discovered; the daughter who is entering 
loneliness; the daughter Yeats imprisoned under a poem; Plath’s daughter, 
guileless and clear, instructed to wait behind great desks; the lyric daughter 
no one can save, the child of untrained perfect language; these daughters are 
no dearer than the daughter waiting, patient and grave, waving “come closer” 
in the dark hour of change.  
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